
Punk Toilet
We’re not taking the piss - this slot is nuts. 
The notorious and beloved characters from 
Punk Rocker reappear, this time in a public 
restroom where $h!t gets weird and P!$$  
battles are a thing. On a wild night out, Punk 
Toilet will either be your greatest nightmare 
or the best part of your night. 

Punk Toilet is available with dual RTP setup at 96.09% and 
94.13% (DX1). 
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Game Information
Math 

Total RTP %  96.09% / 94.13%

RTP Main Game:  62.83% 
RTP Free spins:  33.24% 
Volatility:    Extreme (10)
Hit frequency:   26.31%

Win (simulated from 10 billion spins)

Max payout:  33333x (~1 in 4.1M rounds)
Win 100x bet: 1 in 975 spins
Free spins:  1 in 207 spins 

Information  

Game ID:  PunkToilet 
   PunkToiletDX1
Technology:  HTML5
Resolution: Optimized for 1280x720px, 16:9
Devices:   Mobile & desktop
Languages: 24
Currencies: 100+
Bonus mode:  Yes
Min bet:  0.20 EUR
Default bet*: 1.00 EUR
Max bet:  100 EUR

* Configurable within range of min/max bet. 

Game Features
Urinals
On the bottom of reels 2, 3, and 4 you’ll find a locked 
Urinal Cell Position which will reveal an over-sized version 
of any character symbol except the Haw-King symbol when 
landing 1 or 2 Scatter symbols. The parched character will 
have the Wild beer symbol fall in his hands.

Glory Door
On reel 5 is a locked Glory Door that covers 3 bottom reel 
positions. The Loo symbol only exists on this reel, and 
when landing the symbol it opens the Glory Door to reveal 
either the Haw-King Symbol followed by its feature, or a 
special symbol and a character symbol which doubles its 
size of the same kind on reels 1 to 4. The special symbols 
include; Wild, xSplit and Mega Split. Oh and don’t try 
knocking on the Glory Door… it’s occupied.

xWays
The xWays symbol can appear on the middle three reels, 
revealing a random symbol or a Wild symbol. When you 
activate more than one xWays symbol, all other xWays 
symbols will display the same symbol. The xWays symbol 
can be anything between 2 and 6 symbols large.

P!$$ Spins
Those drinks gotta come out somehow … Landing 3 
Scatter symbols on reels 2, 3, and 4 will award 6 P!$$ 
Spins. During P!$$ Spins, the Urinal cells will always be 
open and violate someone’s privacy. Additional features 
are included in this bonus buy such as Wild Beer symbols, 
Loo symbols, multipliers and more!

$h!t Spins
3 Scatter symbols and 1 Loo symbol awards 8 $h!t Spins. 
The Loo symbol remains in its original landing position, 
and the Glory Door is always open, in addition to the P!$$ 
Spins features.

The Big Black Hole 
When the total win exceeds this amount the game round 
will end and 33333 times the base bet is awarded.

Nolimit Bonus - Feature Buy Functionality
Buy your way straight into one of the different bonus
features, ranging from 67x to 345x the base bet.
 
 
* The Nolimit Bonus feature may however be removed in 
some regulated markets.
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